TO
THE ANCIENT PLOVDIV MUNICIPAL INSTITUTE
S T A T EM E N T
By................................................................................................................................................................
/name, father’s name, family name, Personal number/
I.D. card No .......................................... delivered on.................................by...........................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………................
/permanent address/
....................................................................................................................................................................
/address for correspondence, if different from the permanent address/
....................................................................................................................................................................
/telephone, e-mail/
……………………………………………………..……………………………………………..............
/Bank, IBAN, B1C /
Hereby declare our willingness to be permitted to use the following site:
……………………………........................................................................................................................
/description of the site or of a part of a site, (premises, yard)/
1.Purpose ……................................................................................................................. ............
……...................................................................................................................... ......….............................................
……........................................................................................................................... .…………...........….....……….
/freely describe what will the site be used for — nature and theme of the event/
For the period from …………………........................…… to…………........……………......…….........................,
/date, time/
/date, time/
2. For rehearsals or building stage scenery /if applicable/
period from............................................................................. to ................................................................. ............
3. Dismantling stage decors or alternative date in the occurrence of bad weather /if applicable/
period from............................................................................. to ................................................................... ...........
4. For using VIP dressing room - Pamporov House, 2 Tsar Ivailo Str. /for organizers of events in the
Ancient theater/
period from............................................................................. to ................................................................... ...........
5. I herewith declare that I am aware of and that I agree with the conditions herein below regarding the
prices and the services of the Ancient Plovdiv Municipal Institute, as with decision of the Municipal Council of
Plovdiv No 103, Minutes No 7 from 14.05.2020:
5.1. For the carrying of events under chapters ІІІ, ІV, V and VІ of the Ordinance fixing and administering the
local fees and taxes and the prices of the services on the territory of Plovdiv municipality a prior payment of 30% of
the amount of the due service is required. This amount is due within 10 days after receipt of the confirmation of the
date for holding the event, when the current year is concerned. In the instance of an event foreseen for the following
year, this amount is due within the first month of the event year.
5.2. In case the event is cancelled, the amount of 30% of the value of the respective service, shall not be
returned. If within the 10 days the amount is not paid, then the event date shall be deemed free;
5.3. The remaining 70% of the value of the service should be paid within 10 days before the date of use of
the site;
5.4. The price of the service should be paid in cash or with a bank transfer on the account of the Ancient
Plovdiv Municipal Institute INVEST BANK AD, Plovdiv, IBAN:BG11IORT73753102004000, BIC: IORTBGSF;
5.5. In case of an on-line lodging of the application, the applicant should also send the original application
and the Declaration at the address: Plovdiv, Konstantin Stoilov street № 50.

Plovdiv
……….….

APPLICANT: ..................................
(signature)

DECLARATION

by ........................................................................................................................................
/name, father’s name, family name, Personal number/

I.D. card No........................................ delivered on .................................. by .......................

.............................................................................................................................................
/permanent address /

.............................................................................................................................................
/address for correspondence if different from the permanent address/

.............................................................................................................................................
/telephone, e-mail /

hereby DECLARE THAT
1. Concerning the period from………………………………………… to………………….…………..,
/date, time/

/date, time/

I assume the responsibility as regards:
-

the safety and health of the participants and spectators during the preparation, the organization and the
carrying out of the event at the site, run by the Ancient Plovdiv Municipal Institute as well as
concerning the commitment not to surpass the allowed capacity of the site;

-

security during the preparation, organization and conducting of the event in the site managed by
Ancient Plovdiv Municipal Institute;

-

observation of the Public Order Ordinance - Plovdiv, as well as all the normative documents concerning
the organization of the respective event;

-

any missing objects and/or any inconformity at the site, as well as regarding any incurred damages on
the site;

-

any loss or injury to third parties at the site during the period, for which the service is granted.

2. Cleaning, maintenance and any other activities that are directly related to the main event to take place on the
site during the allotted time of the event shall be on the account of the legal person, which I represent.
3. Upon completion of the event, the organization I represent undertakes to remit the site in a state, equal to that
before the event.
4. I am aware that the following activities are prohibited:
- Permanent attachment of scenery to the archaeological elements (if applicable) or to other elements
of the site;
- permanent attachment of promotional materials to the archaeological elements (if applicable) or to
other elements of the site - facades, fences, structural elements etc.;
- actions that might trigger fire incidents.
5. By accepting the site ……………………………………………………………………..………………..….. I
undertake to take good care of the site and to comply with the regulatory requirements relating to the fire safety,
cleanness, the sanitary rules and norms, the Cultural heritage Act and all the regulatory documents, setting the
statute of the Ancient Plovdiv Municipal Institute and the site as a cultural asset in particular.
6. I agree to provide 10 free of charge places for the organized event (if applicable).
7. I guarantee that the copyright for the public performance of the works included in the event's program is
regulated.
8. I am familiar with the Instruction for the use of the site and I am responsible for its observance.
9. I am aware of all anti-epidemic measures applicable in the Republic of Bulgaria and I assume the
responsibility for their implementation.
10. I agree with the Ancient Plovdiv Municipal Institute to handle my personal data.

Plovdiv
…………………….

DECLARANT: …………………..
(signature)

